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Interfaces What is an interface?

What do interfaces look like?

What information can we get from 
interfaces?



“The role of the game interface is to enable 
information to be provided, accessed and 
applied”

Mauger, Vincent, “Interface” in The Routledge Companion to Video Game Studies ed. Mark J.P. 

Wolf and Bernard Perron. Routledge, New York. 2014. 32-40.



Example 1: Graphical user interface (GUI) from third-person shooter Just Cause 2



Example 2: GUI from first-person shooter Halo: Combat Evolved



Example 3: GUI from first-person role-playing/shooter Deus Ex: Mankind Divided



Interfaces allow us to identify and utilise important information within a virtual 
environment. In video games (especially shooters) they might answer some or all of 
the following questions:

- “Where is the MacGuffin?”
- “How can I get to the MacGuffin?”
- “What obstacles are between me and the MacGuffin?”
- “What options do I have available for dealing with them? Do I have ammo?”
- “Am I about to die?”
- “How close am I to completing this level/mission?”

Interfaces help us to ludic success



PAYDAY 2:
“Shadow Raid”

What features of typical GUIs are 
present in PAYDAY 2 GUIs?

What information is missing?

How is this information presented?Stealth game play in PAYDAY 2



Example 4: GUI from first-person co-operative stealth-shooter heist game PAYDAY 
2



From the GUI in “stealth mode” PAYDAY 2 we can find the following information:

- Level timer
- Objective reminder (but not an indicator)
- Health and ammunition counters
- Remaining special equipment (ie. ECM, Ammunition Bags, First Aid Kits) 
- Remaining mission equipment (ie. Keycards, Thermite Paste)
- Remaining cable ties (for securing civilians) and number of hostages currently 

tied up
- Detection meter and crosshair

Interfaces in PAYDAY 2 provide some but not all 
information



Some information in PAYDAY 2 is 
provided solely through audio cues



In PAYDAY 2, players can shoot guards to 

prevent them from sounding the alarm 

during stealth gameplay.

Players must answer the guards “pager” 

to prevent security from becoming 

suspicious. 

Pagers are a limited resource with four 

uses per level. If more than four are used, 

the alarm is sounded. The player must 

track their use through listening to audio 

cues.

Stealth gameplay: counting 
the pagers

Example 5: Pager responses from PAYDAY 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmsH4FsWXZo


Objectives are tracked 

predominantly through audio 

cues. This is more noticeable in 

secondary, or minor, objectives.

In “Shadow Raid”, the secondary 

objectives of looting more items 

from the warehouse and securing 

samurai armor are not displayed 

on the GUI, but are heard as audio 

cues.

Objectives are tracked 
and updated through 
audio cues



Timers have audio 
components

Drills are used in PAYDAY 2 to unlock doors. 

Drills have varying timers, but this information 
is only visible by looking at the drill. Drill timer 
is more easily determined by listening for the 
drilling noise to stop.

They also may jam - which results in several 
(repeated) audio cues to alert the player.

ECM forms a vital component of stealth 
gameplay, allowing players to turn off cameras, 
prevent the sounding of alarms, and delay 
pagers. Specific sounds play for the duration of 
the ECM. Players can hear when ECM has 
finished and place a new ECM to prevent alarms 
from sounding.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5tdaetjPSY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6pZw95BHXU


“Players must… be involved in the 
sound because if they fail to listen 
attentively and respond correctly, 
their gameplay will suffer”

Collins, Karen. Playing with sound: a theory of interacting with sound and music in video games. 

Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2013



PAYDAY 2:
“Cook Off” How does PAYDAY 2 display 

information to the players audially in 
shooter game-play?

Shooter game play in PAYDAY 2



Assault wave phases are  
recognised by audio cue

In “loud” gameplay, combat intensity 

changes through the utilisation of assault 
waves. During an assault wave, more 
enemy units of all types spawn. Enemy 
units are also more aggressive.

Whilst there is a visual indicator, players 

note that the audial indicator of the bass 
dropping at the beginning of the build-up 
to an assault phase is more easily 
recognised.

The team controller “Bain” also provides 
verbal cues to let the player know the next 
phase of the assault is beginning.

Anticipation

No Assault Banner
Low-intensity music or no music
Low enemy spawn rate
Decreases in length as heist progresses

Build

Assault Banner
Music builds in tempo and/or intensity
High enemy spawn rate
Bass drops to signify the end of phase

Fade

Assault Banner
Low-intensity or no music
Zero enemy spawn rate
Becomes Anticipation Phase when banner 
disappears

Sustain

Assault Banner
High-tempo, high-intensity music
High enemy spawn rate
Ends when music stops



Examination of 
“Razormind”
Anticipation (00:00)
 - Predominantly percussion
 - Some use of drones or bass notes

Build (01:00)
 - Drums disappear at start of phase
 - Synth sounds used for tension
 - Drums return with tempo increase
 - Drone towards the “drop” at 1:35

Sustain (01:50)
 - Starts with “siren”
 - High-intensity and high-tempo
 - Constructed of loops

Fade (04:25)
 - Music fades away leaving only drone notes

Example 5: “Razormind” from PAYDAY 2 OST download

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-J10SjH_rI


Essential info is 
given audially

In “Cook Off”, the objective is to create 

drugs through mixing chemicals.

Three chemicals must be added in the 
right order to create the drugs.  If 
chemicals are added in the wrong order, 
the laboratory explodes. Typically this 

kills the player.

The right order is randomised and 
changes each time. Bain tells the player 
which order the chemicals must be added. 

There is no other indication of which 
order to add chemicals.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKdnStoHWm4


Many actions in PAYDAY 2 cause 

characters to speak automatically. 

Dropping consumables has an 
automatic audio cue.

Spotting special enemies has 
automatically selected audio cues.

Going “down” (or dying) causes 
automatic audio cues.

Communicating with team mates at a 
ludic level is automatic, leaving player 
communication as a social or strategic 
tool.

Automatic player 
communication

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0-Ua7WipTw


Enemy types and 
locations are identified 
predominantly by audio

PAYDAY 2 has no radar. Players must locate 

enemies through listening for specific audio 
cues. This also allows players to identify the 
location and type of enemy units and 
prepare appropriate tactics (ie. approaching 
Shields from behind)

Each special enemy has specific cues that 
allow players to hear them spawn, wait in 
ambush and/or approach the player.

Sound emanates from special units similar to 
the emanation of sound from a character 
described by Van Elferen [Sweeney?].

Bulldozer Heavy footsteps
Metallic armor
Threatens player
Loud, gravelly, energetic voice

Taser Low, gruff voice ref. Taser: 
“charging up”
Garbled radio noises
Weapon has high pitched 
buzzing noise as ramp up

Shield Vocally silent, but bangs on 
shield regularly to announce 
spawn and location

Sniper Spawn in set locations. Bain 
announces all sniper spawns.

Cloaker Emit high-pitched electrical 
noise. This becomes especially 
noticeable when they charge a 
player.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztYhXDAhgG4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztYhXDAhgG4


Sound as 
interface



“Players must… be involved in the 
sound because if they fail to listen 
attentively and respond correctly, 
their gameplay will suffer”

Collins, Karen. Playing with sound: a theory of interacting with sound and music in video games. 

Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2013



Sound helps to replace elements of GUI in PAYDAY 2

Sound is used in place of graphical interfaces for some things within PAYDAY 2.

This replacement is done throughout the game, meaning that sound functions 
alongside visual overlays to create an interactive environment.

Players are advised to learn to recognise audio cues as a source of information by 
both the developer and other players to aid in their ludic experience.

Development of a form of “literacy” as described by Bourgonjon. This literacy allows 
players to understand and use information presented audially: sound could be seen 
as a type of “interface” as described by Mauger.



Players learn audio cues naturally throughout their play within the game due to 
several contributing factors:

- [Self-aware] humour: information presented in a humorous fashion
- Essentiality of sound: limited information displayed graphically
- Excellent sound design: different types of information displayed using different 

sounds, timbres and volumes. 
- Excessive amount of recorded audio: despite the repetitive nature of the game, 

players don’t lose immersion as they hear dozens of variations for every action.

In short: players want to listen to the game. However…..

Natural player engagement

https://youtu.be/EP4xdHryM7U?t=93


Example 6: modified player HUD from PAYDAY 2
from “picarica” on PAYDAY discussion forum on reddit 
https://www.reddit.com/r/paydaytheheist/comments/6odczn/i_love_hud_in_payday_2/ 

https://www.reddit.com/r/paydaytheheist/comments/6odczn/i_love_hud_in_payday_2/


Players immediately “fixed” audial interfacing

Despite increased immersion, engagement, humour and essentiality, the most 
popular mods for PAYDAY 2 all provide visual interfaces to show “hidden” 
information.

Why might players want a visual interface?

- Laziness: easier to not listen to many things at once
- Difficulties with hearing: deafness, subtitle errors, omitted subtitles
- Speed of use: audio cues can be relatively time-consuming to listen and process, 

which in a time-sensitive environment can hurt gameplay experiences
- Precision:  better to know exactly when a drill finishes with visual timer



So what? Future design concepts: a look into 
science-only-just-fiction



“Sound is capable of depicting events and 
spaces beyond the confines of the 
screen… the importance of sound to the 
positioning of the player within the game 
world cannot be underestimated.”

Grimshaw, Mark. “Sound” in The Routledge Companion to Video Game Studies ed. Mark J.P. Wolf 

and Bernard Perron. Routledge, New York. 2014. 117-124.



“Sound is capable of depicting events 
beyond our perception...the importance 
of sound to the environment of the user 
cannot be underestimated”



Current audial interface 
design concepts

Sound and music used to engage with 

users in professional and personal 
settings.

“Earcons” are a common auditory event 
in existing user interfacing. Ringtones, 
microwave dings, facebook message 

pops.

Auditory interfacing is essential to 
modern workflow.

Users become immersed in a 
technological world - the 21st century.

“The Modern Office” image from Greyhound Technologies. 
http://www.greyhound-tech.com/about-us/modern-office/ 

http://www.greyhound-tech.com/about-us/modern-office/


Future concepts of design

Virtual and augmented realities are untested grounds in user interfacing. To create 
an immersive and accessible environment, naturalistic user interfacing will develop.

Theoretical concepts from ludomusicology may help to inform theoretical concepts 
of audiovisual interfacing in virtual and augmented reality.

Can help with our directionality, locationality and interfacing. Provides information 
to aid and deceive the user.

AI learning - will we have our own customised soundtrack in the future?



Three potential sound designs for further consideration:

- Variegation of sound in virtual reality interfacing. PAYDAY 2 can present sound 
because of the different aesthetics. Virtual reality user interfaces for 
professional use will need to adopt similar aesthetic principles.

- Stylisation of sound may provide one way of doing this: clearly differentiating 
between reality and “virtuality” through having stylised “computer sounds”.

- Alternately, exaggeration of reality may occur: sounds and interfaces used 
within “virtuality” may be adopted from reality and exaggerated in a 
hyper-reality.

Conflicts in Sound Design



Questions?

Contact

Email: stephen.tatlow@punkduckproductions.co.uk

Steam: http://steamcommunity.com/id/mediaboy 

Discord: mediaboy#0287

https://www.punkduckproductions.com/academics 

mailto:stephen.tatlow@punkduckproductions.co.uk
http://steamcommunity.com/id/mediaboy
https://www.punkduckproductions.com/academics

